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Abstract

This paper uses survey techniques to characterize income tax rate perceptions and analyze the

e�ect of tax incentives on retirement savings. Comparing survey measures of tax rates with

those computed from survey measures of income, respondents overestimate average tax rates,

slightly underestimate marginal tax rates and underestimate the degree of progressivity in the

tax schedule. A statistical model of the survey and computed marginal tax rates is used to

analyze heterogeneity in perceptions and to impute true tax rates that correct for possible

measurement error in both measures. There is substantial heterogeneity in marginal tax rate

perceptions, with systematic di�erences related to income, cognitive ability and using a paid

tax preparer. Variation in perceptions, conditional on the imputed true rate, helps explain

contributions to tax-advantaged savings accounts, but only for people who understand the tax

treatment of these accounts.
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Every man is �aware� of taxes, especially in this year of 1963. The extent of this aware-

ness has rarely been examined, despite the ever-increasing importance of the public sector.

Given our ignorance about tax awareness or tax consciousness, it is surprising that some

economists are so willing to predict the e�ects of changes in the tax structure on individ-

ual behavior. If we do not know people's tax consciousness, how can we know the extent

to which changes in their tax burdens will a�ect their behavior? Norbert Lloyd Enrick
(1963) "A Pilot Study of Income Tax Consciousness," National Tax Journal

1 Introduction

Taxes and subsidies distort incentives, and their impact on welfare depends on how changing in-

centives a�ects behavior. Earlier studies �nd modest behavioral responses to income tax rates,

and recent studies have focused on whether various �optimization frictions� such as inattention,

switching costs and inertia can explain these results.1 While Chetty et al. (2013b) and Kleven and

Waseem (2013) acknowledge that perceptions of tax rates are important, their approaches depend

critically on interpreting observed behavior as a proxy for knowledge or perceptions. They use

observed behavior to identify both preferences and knowledge.

Enrick (1963) recognized half a century ago that people might respond to changes to their per-

ceptions of taxes rather than to changes in the tax structure itself. Without measuring perceptions

of tax rates we cannot estimate how behavior reacts to (perceived) policy changes. Despite its

theoretical and practical importance, little attempt has been made to directly measure and sys-

tematically analyze income tax rate perceptions among U.S. taxpayers. Among the studies looking

at awareness of income tax liability2 or marginal income tax rates (MTRs),3 most were years ago,

outside of the U.S., and without detailed household-level data needed to characterize heterogeneity

in perceptions.

The goal of this paper is to identify heterogeneity in income tax rate perceptions, understand

the sources of that heterogeneity, and establish its relation to behavior. Data from the Cognitive

Economics (CogEcon) Study provides a unique opportunity to accomplish this objective. CogEcon

2011 includes new tax-related questions, and in this paper I focus on questions directly asking about

respondents' average tax rate (ATR) and marginal tax rate (MTR), the use of paid tax preparers,

and details about traditional and Roth-designated retirement savings accounts. Tax rate perceptions

and information about using tax preparers are not available on any other household surveys. The

1E.g., Chetty (2012); Chetty et al. (2013a); Chetty et al. (2013b); Kleven et al. (2011); Kleven and Waseem
(2013); Gelber, Jones and Sacks (2013).

2Schmolders (1960); Enrick (1963, 1964); Wagsta� (1965); Auld (1979); Gemmell et al. (2004).
3Break (1957); Gensemer et al. (1965); Brown (1968); Lewis (1978); Fujii and Hawley (1988)
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detailed questions distinguishing between traditional and Roth tax-advantaged retirement accounts

are more in depth than is available elsewhere. The data includes information on demographics,

labor supply and savings decisions, and measures of numerical and verbal ability from in-depth

cognitive assessments.

My central contribution is the measurement, identi�cation and characterization of heterogeneous

tax perceptions. To �x terms, I distinguish between subjective (or perceived) tax rates and true tax

rates. The survey measure is interpreted as a potentially noisy measure of subjective rates, whereas

the computed rates rely on potentially noisy measures of taxable income. My methodological

contribution is the statistical model used to combine information from survey and computed MTRs,

which provides a way to use survey measures to reduce measurement error in the measure of true

tax rates.

First, I compare survey measures of tax rates and rates computed using income. The computed

rates come from applying known tax laws to survey measures of income, which is the standard ap-

proach to measuring tax rates. I �nd that respondents (i.) overestimate average tax rates by around

5 percentage points, (ii.) underestimate MTRs by around 2 percentage points, and (iii.) underesti-

mate the progressivity of the income tax structure. There is substantial variation in the di�erence

between survey and computed rates. This variation in perceptions suggests that most empirical re-

search about taxes is misinterpreted. Without measuring perceptions, we cannot readily distinguish

between heterogeneous preferences and heterogeneous perceptions. Using variation across income

brackets will be problematic, as perceptions are �atter than the statutory tax schedule.

Next, I develop a statistical model to combine the survey and computed marginal tax rates

to examine the sources of such heterogeneity while accounting for measurement error, and impute

MTR that corrects for such errors. Income measurement error and unobserved �ling behavior (such

as claiming deductions, exclusions and credits) make computed measures inherently noisy. The fact

that noisy measures of income result in missclassi�cation of statutory marginal tax rates has been

entirely ignored in previous studies. Survey tax rate and survey income (which is used to compute

MTR) measures provide two indicators of latent taxable income. I exploit the known relationship

between taxable income and tax rates to jointly identify the distribution of income measurement

error and tax rate biases. Maximum likelihood estimates of these distributional parameters are

used to impute subjective and true MTR by purging the survey and computed rates of survey

noise. Though not my primary focus, the estimated distribution of income measurement error is

interesting in its own right, as this is the �rst paper to identify the error from reported tax rates.
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The di�erence between subjective and true MTR decreases in the level of income, which is consistent

with mean reversion in perceived tax rates. Respondents with higher cognitive ability have more

precise perceptions, and there is evidence that people who use tax preparers are less informed,

although they report closer to the true marginal tax rate, at the mean.

Last, I analyze retirement savings using the new measure of marginal tax rates. Variation in

perceptions, conditioning on the true rate, provides a test of whether people who perceive higher

marginal tax rates are more likely to respond to retirement savings incentives. I address three

dimensions of retirement savings behavior: having any tax-advantaged accounts, having a Roth-

designated account, and contributing to any account. I focus on savings because the theoretical

predictions are unambiguous: higher marginal tax rates encourage tax-advantaged retirement sav-

ings by increasing the gains from deductions, and from having savings accumulate untaxed. This

is the case for both traditional and Roth-designated accounts. The analysis of retirement savings

behavior con�rms the usefulness of the new survey measures and provides new evidence on factors

in�uencing the take-up of these tax-advantaged savings vehicles. Measurement error attenuates the

estimated coe�cients on tax rates. Running a horserace of the subjective and true rates shows that

subjective rates can explain variation in retirement savings that is not explained by the true rate.

There is suggestive evidence that the level of tax rates only matter when people are aware of the

tax treatment of these assets. The �nding that tax rates do a�ect savings is interesting in its own

right, and the fact that this e�ect is restricted to the mor e knowledgeable highlights the importance

of heterogeneity, both in terms of perceived rates, and along the dimension of whether sources of

income are taxed.

To summarize, I �nd that respondents (i.) overestimate average tax rates by around 5 per-

centage points, (ii.) underestimate MTRs by around 2 percentage points; (iii.) underestimate the

progressivity of the income tax structure. There is substantial variation in the di�erence between

survey and computed rates. Perceptions are correlated with (plausibly) exogenous characteristics,

such as cognitive ability, engagement in the tax system in terms of having tax-advantaged retirement

accounts, and using paid tax preparers. The di�erence between subjective and true MTR varies

across income and is correlated with cognitive ability and use of tax preparers. Respondents who

have tax-advantaged retirement accounts have more precise and accurate perceptions, on average.

The analysis of retirement savings behavior con�rms the usefulness of the new survey measures and

provides new evidence on factors in�uencing the take-up of these tax-advantaged savings vehicles.

Measurement error attenuates the estimated coe�cients on tax rates. Running a horserace of the
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subjective and true rates shows that subjective rates can explain variation in retirement savings

that is not explained by the true rate. There is suggestive evidence that the level of tax rates only

matter when people are aware of the tax treatment of these assets.

There are also imporant implications for both research and policy. First, substantial variation in

perceptions suggests that most empirical research about taxes does not observe the correct �treat-

ment� people respond to. Without measuring perceptions we cannot readily distinguish between

heterogeneous preferences and heterogeneous perceptions. This problem is exascerbated when iden-

ti�cation comes from variation across income brackets, as perceptions are �atter than the statutory

tax schedule and we do not know how perceptions change across income. Second, more knowl-

edgeable taxpayers can better respond to tax incentives, improving their utility relative to less

knowledgeable taxpayers. This suggests that the ability to respond to policies, conditional on ob-

served income, is correlated with income earning ability. Third, the overall response to taxes is likely

dampaned by imprecise perceptions. This suggests that e�ciency costs of taxation are lower than

under current perceptions. However, the heterogeneity in perceptions, as correlated with cognitive

ability, might undermine the progressivity of the tax code. The main conclusion is that progessiv-

ity based on observed income is undermined by heterogeneous capacities (conditional on realized

income). Smart people may impose a negative externality on the rest, with horizontal inequity

undermining progressivity.

2 Data and tax rate measurement

Data come from the 2011 wave of the Cognitive Economics Study (CogEcon), �elded between

October 2011 and January 2012. CogEcon 2011 includes new questions asking about federal income

tax rates. Other questions ask about participation and contributions to both traditional and Roth

tax-advantaged retirement accounts, and questions about tax knowledge. This rich set of variables

helps characterize heterogeneity in perceptions and behavior. It also repeats questions from prior

waves (�elded in 2008 and 2009) about income, employment, assets and debts, among other topics.4

The CogEcon sample consists of households over 50 years old who were chosen using a random

sample selection design. Partners were also included in the sample, regardless of their age. These

4The Cognitive Economics Study is supported by National Institute on Aging program project 2-P01-AG026571,
"Behavior on Surveys and in the Economy Using HRS," Robert J. Willis, PI. In addition to Willis, University of
Michigan faculty Gwen Fisher, Miles Kimball, Matthew Shapiro, and Tyler Shumway and graduate students Mike
Gideon, Peter Hudomiet, Joanne Hsu and Brooke Helppie McFall had roles in designing and �elding the CogEcon
study. More information about CogEcon is available online (http://cogecon.isr.umich.edu/survey/) and in the data
documentation (Fisher et al., 2011; Gideon et al., 2013).
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respondents also participated in the Cognition and Aging in the USA Study (CogUSA), which

included a detailed 3-hour face-to-face psychometric evaluation, consisting of detailed cognitive and

personality assessments.5

There were 748 respondents who completed CogEcon 2011 at least through the section on tax

rates. Table 1 provides summary statistics about the sample used in the analyses. The average

respondent is older (67 years old), higher income (mean $84,000; median $66,750), and roughly

two-thirds are married.

The sample composition should be kept in mind when interpreting the results. While the CogE-

con/CogUSA sample was initially selected to be nationally representative of the older population,

internal work by the CogUSA team suggests that this population has higher cognitive ability than

the population at large. Therefore, we believe knowledge among these respondents provides an

upper bound on knowledge among the same age demographic in the population overall. Individuals

who are sixty-�ve in 2011 were forty when The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was passed, making key ca-

reer decisions at the time of the most sweeping legislation during the history of the U.S. income tax.

At the time of the survey they are facing important decisions about retirement, asset accumation

and decumulation, when tax incentives might be particularly important. Older, better educated,

more intelligent households are likely more knowledgeable about tax rates than younger households.

The tax rate biases or uncertainty among these respondents are likely to provide an upper bound

on knowledge among the same age demographic in the population overall.

2.1 Computed tax rates

I use information about household income and marital status to compute MTR and ATR for tax

year 2010. This procedure is the standard approach in the literature, although I use a slightly more

sophisticated approach to impute deductions. in order to better .

Tax liability and statutory marginal tax rates are deterministic functions of taxable income and

�ling status. I assume the true marginal tax rate is the statutory rate, which is consistent with how

5CogUSA is part of the Uni�ed Studies of Cognition (CogUSC) led by cognitive psychologist Jack McArdle at the
University of Southern California. The CogUSA study was launched in 2008, with a telephone interview follow-up
by a face-to-face interview. A sample of 3224 were contacted for the telephone interview, and 1514 completed this
interview. This response rate of 47 percent was close to what is expected when using a Random Digit Dialing sample
methodology. Among the sample of telephone respondents, 1230 (81 percent) completed a three-hour face-to-face
interview, which included extensive cognitive testing. All respondents who completed the �rst waves of CogUSA,
and were not otherwise involved with the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), were invited to complete the �rst
CogEcon survey. This left 1,222 CogUSA participants that were eligible to participate in CogEcon. The �rst wave,
CogEcon 2008, yielded 985 responses for an overall response rate of 80.61 percent.
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the question was worded. The computed average tax rate equals tax liability divided by adjusted

gross income (AGI).

Figure 1 displays the marginal and average tax rates for single and married income tax �lers in

2010, across AGI (assuming everyone takes the standard deduction). Statutory marginal tax rates

for wage and salary income were 10%, 15%, 25%, 28%, 33% and 35%, unchanged from the Jobs

and Growth Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2003 ("JGTRRA"). For example, someone was in the

15% tax bracket as a single �ling status with t axable income above $8,375 but less than $34,000,

or married �ling jointly with taxable income above 16,750 and less than 68,000.

Self-reported income data is used to compute Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) and taxable income

(TI), which in turn determines marginal and average tax rates. Single respondents are assumed

to �le as single (rather than head of household), and married respondents are assumed to �le

jointly. This assumption is reasonable because respondents are older and without young children.

Nevertheless, if married respondents �le as single then I will underestimate their true MTR and,

therefore, overestimate the di�erence between subjective and true MTR; the opposite will be true for

singles, for whom I will overestimate their MTR and underestimate their bias. The income variables

come from self-reported information about di�erent sources of income. NBER's TAXSIM tax rate

calculator is used to transform this vector of income variables into AGI. Taxable income equals

AGI minus exemptions and deductions. Information about dependent exemptions was collected in

the survey. In the main analyses deductions are imputed using IRS Statistics of Income summary

tables, separately by married and single �lers. The expected deduction is the probability of itemizing

times the expected deduction conditional on itemizing, plus the probability of taking the standard

deduction times the the amount of the standard deduction. Details about constructing AGI and TI

are in Appendix B.

Certain institutional details are not explicitly accounted for in my statistical model but might

a�ect how one interprets the results. First, income from some investments gets taxed according to

a di�erent rate schedule. Prior to 2003, dividends were taxed as ordinary income, but JGTRRA

reduced the top tax rate on quali�ed dividends to the long-term capital gains rate of 15%. If I

incorrectly assume income is taxed as ordinary income rather than investment income then computed

rates will be larger than true rates. This is consistent with the pattern for MTR but it cannot explain

the pattern for ATR.

Second, certain earners are subject to the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT). While there is no

de�nitive way to know whether respondents were among this group, the fraction of the sample is
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likely small. In Tax Year 2010, 2.8% of tax returns were required to pay additional tax because of

the AMT. Around 4.3% of households between ages 55 and 65 were subject to the AMT, whereas

2.6% of those 65 and older (SOI, Publication 1304, Table 1.1).

2.2 Survey tax rates

CogEcon 2011 included �ve questions about tax rates. My analysis focuses on two questions; the

�rst about respondents' average tax rate in 2010 and the second about their marginal tax rate in

2010. This set of questions opens with the following description of the section and de�nition of

marginal tax rates.

These questions focus on current and future federal income tax rates, both in general

and for you personally. The marginal tax rate is the tax rate on the last dollars earned.

For example, if a household's income tax bracket has a marginal tax rate of 15%, then

a household owes an extra $15 of taxes when it earns an extra $100. Answer each

question with a percentage between 0 and 100. Please provide your best estimate of the

marginal tax rate even if you are not sure. These questions are about federal income

taxes only; please do not include state or local taxes, or payroll taxes for Social Security

and Medicare.

The �rst question asked for an approximate average federal income tax rate in 2010, the next for

the marginal tax rate in 2010, and the last for their expected marginal tax rate in 2014. My analysis

focuses on these subjective measures of average and marginal income tax rates in 2010. The exact

wording was as follows:

G8.Please think about your household's income in 2010 and the amount of federal in-

come tax you paid, if any. Approximately what percentage of your household income

did you pay in federal income taxes in 2010? _____%

G9.Now we want to ask about your households' marginal income tax rate. Please think

about your household's federal income tax bracket and the tax rate on your last dollars

of earnings. In 2010, my household's marginal tax rate was _____%.

Appendix A discusses methodological issues related to these questions, and presents the exact

wording and ordering of all �ve.
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3 Descriptive analysis

This section starts by comparing survey MTR and ATR, and then comparing each with rates

computed from reported income. We asked for the average tax rate before asking about marginal

tax rate to get an indicator of whether respondents understand that in the progressive U.S tax

system the average tax rate is always (weakly) less than the marginal tax rate. The relationship

between MTR and ATR is due to the fact that (i.) statutory marginal tax rates increase with the

level of taxable income, and (ii.) deductions and exemptions are always strictly positive. Whenever

taxable income is positive, (ii.) implies that MTR is strictly greater than ATR.

To start, Figure 2 displays a histogram of reported marginal and average tax rates. There are

concentrated responses at 0, 15 and other statutory rates or round numbers. For average tax rate

responses (top panel), only 24% are multiples of ten, while 47% are multiples of �ve. For marginal

tax rate responses (bottom panel) these fractions are 24% and 55.4%, for multiples of ten and �ve,

respectively.

Table 2 presents the distribution of respondents across categories of average and marginal tax

rate survey responses. The �rst three columns are the percent of respondents (of the subsample)

who skipped both questions, the percent who only skipped the MTR question but answered the

ATR question, and the percent who answered zero for both. The next three columns show the

percent of respondents with survey MTR larger than, smaller than, and equal to ATR, conditional

on answering both with at least one non-zero numbers. The �rst row provides this summary for

the entire sample. Around sixteen percent of respondents skipped both questions and another ten

percent answered the question about ATR but not about MTR. Only one respondent skipped the

question about the average tax rate and answered the question about their marginal tax rate. Only

a third of responses are consistent with the progressive tax schedule (MTR>ATR). The largest

percent of respondents gave the same number for both ATR and MTR, which was 29 percent of the

sample, or 37 percent if I include those who reported zero for both. Figure 3 displays a scatterplot

of survey MTR and survey ATR for respondents who provided both.

Subsequent rows in Table 2 summarize responses by subgroups. People with lower cognitive

ability were more likely to skip the tax questions, as were people who used paid tax preparers.

It is interesting that the top and bottom quartile of number series scores have the same fraction

who correctly answer MTR>ATR, whereas respondents with high verbal scores were more likely

to answer such that MTR>ATR. Answering the tax questions conveys meaningful information,
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although I largely put this issue to the side for analyses in this paper.

Table 3 presents mean, standard deviation, and quartiles of the survey tax rates, computed

rates, and the di�erence between them. Respondents overestimate average tax rates and slightly

underestimate marginal tax rates. The mean di�erence between survey and computed ATR is 6.3

percentage points (median=4.9), while the mean di�erence between survey and computed MTR is

-1.4 percentage points (median=0). There is substantial variation in the MTR and ATR errors.

Figure 4 compares the mean survey and computed rates across values of adjusted gross income,

using estimates from nonparametric (local linear) regressions of the tax rate variables on adjusted

gross income.6 Figure 5 shows the exact same patterns but using the mean from bins of adjusted

gross income rather than the non-parametric estimates. These numbers are easier to interpret but

depend on my choice of bin selection. The top panel (Figure 4b) shows survey ATR larger than

computed ATR across the income distribution. The bottom panel (Figure 4a) shows the mean

survey MTR tracking the mean computed MTR, with slight mean reversion, or the tendency to

report rates closer to the mean tax rate in the population. Survey tax rates rise with income. To

gain intuition, consider respondents answering completely randomly. In this case the mean would

be �at across the distribution of income because the survey meaures would contain no information

about income. Yet the survey rates exhibit �atter slopes than the computed rates, and the cross-

sectional pattern of tax rates is less progressive than is implied by the tax schedule and reported

income alone.

Suppose income is reported without error. In this case the di�erence between survey and com-

puted rates provides an individual-speci�c measure of 'error' or 'misperception.' Figure 6 shows

the mean tax error across adjusted gross income. It presents estimates from a nonparametric (local

linear) regression of the tax errors on adjusted gross income. The top panel (Figure 6a) shows re-

sults using ATR, whereas the bottom panel (Figure 6b) shows results using MTR. The mean MTR

error is negative but statistically indistinguishable from zero across most of the income distribution.

Respondents overestimate their ATR across the distribution of income. This large systematic bias

in ATR is robust to alternative assumptions about the computed rate. In particular, even when

de�ning the computed rate as tax liability divided by taxable income rather than AGI, the di�er-

ence is closer to zero (for low levels of income) but is positive and large for much of the income

distribution.

6I use a local linear regression with an Epanechnikov kernel and the plugin estimator of the asymptotically
optimal bandwidth (Fan and Gijbels (1996)). The bandwidth is allowed to vary across the estimates for the survey
and computed rates.
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Graphing log tax liability by log AGI provides an intuitive way to see that the cross-sectional

distribution of tax rates is less progressive than is implied by the statutory rates. I multiply survey

ATR with reported AGI and treat this as the survey measure of tax liability. Figure 7 displays a

scatterplot of log income and log tax liability. Figure 7a is using the survey measure and Figure

7b is using the computed measure. I include both a linear �t and a more �exible �t from a locally

linear non-parametric regression, in both cases restricting to people who report non-zero taxes.

These �tted lines are roughly parallel to the forty-�ve degree line, which means the slope of log tax

liability on log income is around one. It shows that a one percentage point increase in income leads

to a roughly one percentage point increase in tax liability. Conceptually, this slope can be written

as ∂ log T
∂ log Y = ∂T

∂Y ·
Y
T = MTR

ATR , which is the ratio of marginal to average tax rate. A slope of one means

all income is taxed at the same rate, with no income excluded from the tax base. The implied tax

schedule is roughly uniform, which is less progressive than is implied by the statutory rates.

The pattern of overestimating ATR and underestimating MTR could be explained by the hy-

pothesis that taxpayers think their marginal tax rate is their average tax rate. de Bartelome (1995)

analyzes choices in an experimental setting to see whether they are more consistent with subjects

using marginal or average tax rates, and �nds evidence that people are more likely to use average

rates. Liebman and Zeckhauser (2004) present a more general theory of �schmeduling,� or using

a misperceived schedule, and distinguish between two types. In the context of a progressive tax

schedule, �ironing� is focusing on the average tax rate and making marginal decisions as if the MTR

is the true ATR. In contrast, �spotlighting� refers to responding to a local price rather than the

entire schedule. I would say respondents engage in spotlighting when they think of their statutory

MTR when answering about their ATR. These de�nitions imply that having perceived MTR equal

to perceived ATR is a necessary condition for schmeduling. Interpreting these responses at face

value, it means that at most 29 to 37 percent of respondents exhibit schmeduling. Table 4 shows

that half of the potential schmedulers (MTR=ATR) reported a statutory marginal tax rate and half

did not. This is consistent with heterogeneous schmeduling, with approximately half being ironers

and half spotlighters.

Figure 8 displays a histogram of survey minus computed rates. For marginal tax rates the

errors are roughly symmetric and normally distributed around zero, whereas the average tax rate

errors exhibit positive error and noticeable skew. Despite the large mass point, the vast majority

of respondents do not have rates consistent with reported income.

To summarize, respondents with similar reported income report varying tax rates. Overall,
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people (i.) slightly underestimate marginal tax rates and (ii.) overestimate average tax rates. Two

pieces of evidence suggest people underestimate the degree of tax rate progressivity. First, only a

third of respondents reported MTR and ATR consistent with progressive tax rates (MTR>ATR).

Second, the cross-sectional distribution of survey responses is less progressive than the statutory

rates would imply.

Relationship to existing literature It is interesting to compare these descriptive results to

several older studies of tax perceptions that use survey or interview data.7 The older studies of

tax perceptions �nd mixed results across time and di�erent countries. Some studies �nd taxpayers

slightly overestimate their tax liability (Schmolders, 1960; Wagsta�, 1965; Kapteyan and Ypma,

2007), while others �nd they slightly underestimate it (Enrick, 1963; 1964). Some studies �nd

that taxpayers overestimate their MTR (Brown, 1968) while others �nd taxpayers underestimate it

(Lewis, 1978; Fujii and Hawley, 1988). There is also evidence of mean reversion, with lower income

households overestimating and higher-income households underestimating tax liabilities (Schmold-

ers, 1960; Wagsta�, 1965; Auld, 1979). Break (1957) studies a highly tax-sensitive group, self-

employed �nancial professionals in the U.K., and �nds they are largely aware of marginal rates but

work hours are not impacted by them. I �nd evidence suggesting that people overestimate their

average tax rate and that they do not understand marginal tax rates. The pattern of responses

in CogEcon both a�rms and contrasts with previous evidence about perceptions of tax rates and

whether people respond to average or marginal rates.

The evidence that people underestimate tax progressivity is consistent with Slemrod (2006) also

�nds evidence that taxpayers underestimate tax rate progressivity. In a question directly asking

about the relative tax burden of middle and high-income families, �fty percent of respondents think

that middle-income families pay a higher percentage of income in taxes than do high-income families.

4 Statistical model of income and marginal tax rates

The descriptive statistics provide compelling evidence of systematic di�erences between survey and

computed tax rates, and substantial variation in the errors. For a given individual, di�erences

between survey and computed tax rates could re�ect systematic misperceptions or survey noise.

Survey responses were interpreted at face value, ignoring the fact that survey data is subject to

7Appendix C presents a table summarizing these previous studies.
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misreporting or other errors with data handling, and that respondents do not always have informa-

tion available when completing the survey. Income measurement error causes misclassi�cation of

marginal tax rates, and variation in the survey measures comes from systematic misperceptions and

random noise. While it is unlikely that random noise in either variable could generate the systematic

errors in the previous section, it could lead to erroneous inference about individual observations.

Both would lead to inconsistent estimates of behavioral parameters.

For the rest of the paper I focus on marginal rather than average tax rates for two reasons. First,

while the overestimate of average tax rates is striking, the pattern of marginal tax rates is less clear

cut. These di�erences between survey and computed MTR could re�ect systematic misperceptions

or survey noise. Second, marginal tax rates are more commonly used in empirical studies, and

interpreted as the relevant incentive related to marginal decisions. Developing and estimating a

model for average tax rates is being pursued in related work.

I develop a statistical measurement model to combine information from survey and computed

MTR. Survey tax rate and survey income (which is used to compute MTR) provide two indicators of

latent taxable income. Separately identifying income and tax rate errors hinges on the known non-

linear relationship between income and tax rates, and parametric assumptions about the (di�erent)

structure of the two errors. I estimate the error distribution on both survey tax rates and income.

I then impute subjective and true rates while correcting for measurement error and systematic

di�erences between the measures, analyze heterogeneity in MTR misperceptions, and analyze the

relationship between the imputed true MTR, imputed subjective MTR and observed behavior.

My approach is similar to recent models in which the error structure of survey responses is

compared to that from administrative data (Kapteyan and Ypma, 2007; Abowd and Stinson, 2013).

Unlike these papers, my two measures are fundamentally di�erent variables although they have

a known functional relationship. My model uses information from MTR to detect income errors,

which is conceptually similar to the approach of Sullivan (2009), who uses information about wages

to detect misclassi�cation of occupations.

4.1 Baseline model

To make it easier to keep track of the di�erent tax rate variables, the table below summarizes the

marginal tax rate variables and corresponding notation mentioned in this paper.
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Measure Variable Description

Observed
Computed MTR mC

i

Statutory MTR associated with taxable income

computed using survey measures of income:

mC
i = M (Y )

Survey MTR mi Observed responses to survey question

Latent
True MTR m?

i
Statutory MTR associated with unobserved true

taxable income: m?
i = M (Y ?

i )

Subjective MTR mS
i Unobserved latent perception of tax rate

Imputed
Imputed True MTR m̃?

i

Expected value of the true statutory rate given

observed income and MTR, and parameter

estimates from a structural measurement error

model.

Imputed subjective m̃S
i

Expected value of the subjective rate given

observed income and MTR, and parameter

estimates from a structural measurement error

model.

The descriptive results are from comparing the survey and computed rates. I develop a structural

measurement model in terms of the underlying true rate, and then use the estimated parameters to

impute true rates conditional on reported income and tax rates.

4.1.1 Statutory relationship between income and MTR

There are seven statutory rates, τj ∈ {0; 10; 15; 25; 28; 33; 35}. Taxpayer i's true statutory marginal

tax rate m?
i is a step function in taxable income I?i , such that m?

i = M (I?i ). The statutory tax

rate is τj when taxable income is between thresholds Ij and I
j
, which are the minimum (Ij) and

maximum (I
j
) taxable income subject to marginal tax rate τj

m?
i = M (I?i ) = τj ⇐⇒ Ij ≤ I?i < I

j
. (1)

These income thresholds depend on �ling status (married or single), but subscripts for �ling status

are supressed to simplify notation.

Taxable income is the greater of zero and adjusted gross income minus deductions,

I?i = max {Y ?
i −D?

i ; 0} . (2)

In this context, �deduction� D?
i refers to all income not subject to taxation, including both de-

ductions (either the standard deduction or itemized deductions) and exemptions. Because true
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adjusted gross income Y ?
i determines the level of deductions D?

i , I will write m
?
i = M (Y ?

i ) to

represent transforming Y ?
i into taxable income and selecting the statutory MTR associated with it.

4.1.2 Income measurement equation

There are two de�nitions of income relevant to this analysis. Total income refers to adjusted gross

income (AGI). Taxable income is de�ned as AGI minus deductions.8

I assume true income (Y ?
i ) has a lognormal distribution. This means the log of true income,

de�ned as y?i = log Y ?
i , comes from the normal distribution, y?i ∼ N

(
µy? , σ

2
y?
)
. This assumption is

supported by recent work by Pinkovskiy & Sala-i-Martin (2009).9

Survey measures of income are inherently noisy, and there has been an extensive literature on

the causes and consequences of such errors.10 To account for measurement error in observed income,

I follow the literature (e.g., Bound and Krueger (1991); Kapteyan and Ypma (2007)) and model

observed log income as yi = log Yi, equal to true log income (y
?
i ) plus random noise (ei)

yi = y?i + ei (3)

Measurement error is normally distributed random noise with mean zero, ei ∼ N
(
0, σ2

e

)
. Assuming

the income error is unbiased is consistent with existing evidence from validation studies (Bound et.

al (2001)).

This functional form seems reasonable given the likely sources of error in my data. Measurement

error that is additive in logs is equivalent to having multiplicative error that follows a log-normal

distribution. Respondents often answer questions with rounded numbers (e.g., someone with income

of 41,348 might say 40,000). Others provide an interval of values rather than a single number; the

intervals increase at higher levels of income, consistent with a lognormally distributed. Finally,

unobserved heterogeneity in deductions will be re�ected in the income error, and the degree of

variation in deductions is likely increasing in the level of income (and relatively constant across log

income).

I also assume measurement error is �classical,� such that Cov (ei, y
?
i ) = 0, which implies that

8Gross income includes money received from almost any source during the speci�ed tax year and is the broadest
income concept used for tax purposes. Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) equals gross income minus "above the line" de-
ductions such as IRA contributions, student loan interest, and self-employed health insurance contributions. Taxable
income equals AGI minus exemptions and deductions. Itemized deduction and personal exemption phaseouts were
not in e�ect in 2010.

9Pinkovskiy & Sala-i-Martin (2009) study income distributions across countries and �nd that the lognormal distri-
bution �ts the data better than other commonly used distributions do, such as the Gamma and Weibull distributions.

10See Bound et. al (2001) for a detailed account of measurement error in survey data.
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observed log income follows the normal distribution with mean of log true income and variance

equal to the sum of the true income and income error variance: log Yi ≡ yi ∼ N
(
µy? , σ

2
e + σ2

y?
)
.

Data limitations make it challenging for me to distinguish between mean reversion in income and

tax errors, and correlation of the income and tax errors.

This assumption warrants discussion. Bound and Krueger (1991), Bollinger (1998), Kapteyan

and Ypma (2007), and Hudomiet (2013) all �nd evidence that reported income exhibits mean-

reverting measurement error. People with low income overreport and those with higher income

underreport. The implications of this assumption will be addressed when I interpret the results.

However, Hudomiet (2013) illustrates that this is almost entirely at very low levels of income, and

that there is no evidence of mean reversion for those with income above $10,000.

4.1.3 Marginal tax rate measurement equation

Subjective marginal tax rate mS
i is individual i's belief about her marginal tax rate. It can be

written as the true rate m?
i plus systematic bias b

m and unobserved heterogeneity ui,

mS
i = m?

i + bm + ui (4)

where the true marginal tax rate depends on taxable income.11 In section 4.4, heterogeneity in

perceptions is modeled as systematic bias bm being a linear function of observable characteristics.

Unobserved heterogeneity ui includes random survey noise, variation in subjective beliefs due to

uncertainty (on behalf of the respondent), and systematic biases due to unobserved variables (which

are mean zero across the population). I assume ui ∼ N
(
0, σ2

u

)
, which implies that the distribution

of subjective rate mS
i conditional on true rate m?

i is also normally distributed with mean m?
i + bm

and variance σ2
u.

mS
i | m?

i ∼ N
(
m?
i + bm, σ2

u

)
(5)

Respondents were asked for a value between 0 and 100. Survey marginal tax rates, mi, are

11It would be preferable to implement a more �exible measurement model with a mixture of statutory (0, 10, 15,
25, 28, 33, 35) and non-statutory responses. Statutory rates are a function of latent perceived taxable income, and
non-statutory rates which are modeled as normally distributed around the true rate plus bias. This would generate
a fraction of 'correct' responses among those who give a statutory rate. Data limitations make this di�cult to
implement.
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therefore modeled as predicted subjective rates mS
i , censored below by zero,12

mi =


0 i� mS

i ≤ 0

mS
i i� mS

i > 0

(6)

Given the complexity of U.S. tax schedule it seems reasonable to assume that the individual's

information set does not contain the statutory laws. The survey tax rate is a potentially noisy

measure of the subjective rate, which is the best estimate of the true rate given the individuals

information set. Positive reported values can be interpreted as the unbiased estimate of the true

subjective rate for people with strictly positive subjective rates. This means E
(
mS
i | mi

)
= mi for

mi > 0.

These functional form assumptions allow subjective rate mS
i to be continuous and unbounded.

This could be contrasted with modeling the subjective rate in terms of the discrete statutory MTR.

If people knew the tax table then I could model the tax response in terms of an underlying latent

variable determining the categorical tax rate. However, only about half of respondents answer using

one of the statutory marginal tax rates. Binning the tax responses ignores information contained

in from responses that are in between statutory tax rates.

Conditioning on true marginal tax rate, variation in the survey measure re�ects systematic

heterogeneity and random survey noise ui. I model systematic heterogeneity with the linear term

bmx = xi · β. Estimates of parameters in β tell us how tax rate perceptions vary, on average, with

other observable characteristics. The conditional distribution of the MTR error can be written as

mS
i | m?

i ,xi ∼ N
(
m?
i + bmx , σ

2
u

)
. When I present results I make it clear when I include and do not

include covariates.

4.1.4 Deriving likelihood function

The likelihood of observing an income level and MTR pair (yi,mi), given the distributional param-

eters Ω =
(
bm;σ2

u;µy? ;σ2
y? ;σ2

e

)
and the tax rules, li ≡ l (yi,mi | Ω), can be written as

li = Pr (yi | Ω) · Pr (mi | Ω, yi) = fy (yi) ·
7∑
j=1

{
Pr (m?

i = τj | yi) · fm|m? (mi | m?
i = τj)

}
(7)

12The tax rate is also technically censored above by 100, but there was not a mass of respondents at 100 and ignoring
it simpli�es estimation. In robustness checks I have con�rmed that it does not change the estimated parameters in
the baseline model.
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This is the probability of observing yi times the probability of observing response mi conditional

on observing yi. The probability of observing mi is the sum of the probability of having each of

the seven possible true marginal tax rates (0, 10, 15, 25, 28, 33, 35) times the probability of reporting

mi conditional on having true rate m?
i . The probability of having a statutory tax rate τj is the

probability that taxable income (rather than total income) is within known, �xed brackets Ij and

I
j
. This depends on both adjusted gross income (AGI) and imputed deductions, accounting for

how deductions depend on the extent of measurement error in income. This estimation procedure

is an extension of Kimball, Sahm and Shapiro (2008), who show how to estimate a discrete response

problem when responses are subject to error. Unlike KSS's setting, the true marginal tax rate is a

discrete variable.

The function fy (yi) is the density of observed income and fm|m? (mi | m?
i = τj) is the density of

observed mi conditional on individual i having true tax rate τj . I assume tax rate responses depend

only on the true rate and are not independently related to the reported income, fm|m? (mi | m?
i ) =

fm|m? (mi | m?
i , yi). Given the censoring of the observed MTR, the conditional density is written

as

fm|m? (mi | m?
i ) =


Pr (mi = 0 | m?

i ) if mi = 0

fu (mi −m?
i | m?

i ) if mi > 0

(8)

I cannot distinguish between measurement error in income and unobserved heterogeneity in

deductions. At low levels of income almost all taxpayers take the standard deduction, which is known

with certainty, whereas at higher income most taxpayers itemize deductions of varying amount.

The log-likelihood for the whole sample (N observations) is L = ln
[∏N

i=1 l (yi,mi | Ω)
]

=∑N
i=1 [ln l (yi,mi | Ω)] with ln l (yi,mi | Ω) de�ned above.

4.1.5 Identi�cation

The identi�cation strategy exploits the known relationship between taxable income and tax rates

to separately identify the the distribution of income measurement error and tax rate biases. The

identi�cation problem boils down to the following: when survey and computed marginal tax rates

diverge, is this because of errors in the survey measure (subjective MTR is biased) or because

measurement error in income led to misclassi�cation of the computed rate?

Given my assumption that income is unbiased, the mean of true income is pinned down by
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the corresponding sample moment. The mean tax error is pinned down by the sample moment

from the survey MTR (after accounting for censoring of the survey responses). Cases in which the

survey marginal tax rate measure is close to the computed rate helps identify the distribution of

true income. Cases in which survey and computed marginal tax rates are not equal are needed to

separately identify income and tax rate errors.

My main source of identi�cation comes from variability in how reliable reported income is de-

pending on its location within tax bracket. When income falls toward the middle of a tax bracket,

the true rate is known with greater likelihood than when income is close to a income cut-o� of the

tax bracket. I know the true MTR whenever adjusted gross income is measured without error and

deductions perfectly observed. I pin down the MTR error distribution using these respondents for

whom the true rate is known with greater likelihood.

Knowing the true marginal tax rate implies knowing that true taxable income is within a known

range of values. This places bounds on the extent of measurement error in income. In contrast,

when income is near a threshold the tax rates provide information about the direction of the in-

come measurement error. The survey MTR (and distributional assumption about the error) places

probabilities on each of the statutory rates being the true rate. The true rate places bounds on

taxable income, which e�ectively places bounds on total income. Therefore, reported rates place

probabilistic weights on each interval of income containing true income.

This identi�cation strategy relies on two important assumptions. First, tax errors are uncorre-

lated with true income and, therefore, true MTR. Later I relax the assumption about tax errors

and true income by including an income trend to test for mean-reversion. Second, tax and income

errors are uncorrelated. This assumption is critical, and relies on the fact that errors re�ect random

survey noise and systematic di�erences between subjective and true MTR. If people who overreport

income also overreport taxes then the pair of responses would appear consistent with one another

and having a second measure is no longer helpful.

4.1.6 Estimation

I estimate the model using Full-Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML), which results in asymp-

totically e�cient parameter estimates given the model speci�cation. In nonlinear problems the

likelihood based con�dence intervals are more reliable than ones derived from normal approxima-

tions and less computationally intensive than bootstrapping (Carroll et al. (2006; pgs. 181-2)).
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I compute the maximum likelihood estimate of Ω using a modi�ed Newton-Raphson algorithm.13

I conduct inference using the asymptotically robust variance-covariance matrix, clustering at the

household level.

4.2 Results

Table 5 presents the estimated parameters (Ω =
(
bm;σ2

u;µy? ;σ2
y? ;σ2

e

)
) from estimating the baseline

model on the sample of 549 individuals with non-missing data on income and tax rates. Respondents

underestimate marginal tax rates by 2.4 percentage points (̂bm). The estimated standard deviation of

ui is 9.960, meaning there is substantial unobserved heterogeneity even accounting for measurement

error in income. True log income y?i has an estimated mean of 10.943, corresponding to median

income $56,557 (and implies mean income $73, 664). The standard deviation of true log income

is σ̂y? = 0.727 and of income measurement error ei is σ̂e = 0.524. All parameters are precisely

estimated.

The estimated standard deviation on the income error, σ̂e = 0.524, is slightly larger than

estimates from other studies. Hudomiet (2013) compares self-reported earnings in the Health and

Retirement Study (HRS) with W2 administrative earnings, and estimates σ̂e = 0.57 for the entire

sample pooled across 1992-2004. When restricted to people with (administrative) earnings above

$1,000/ year the estimate decreases to 0.49, and even further to 0.41 when restricted to respondents

with earnings above $10,000. Given the paucity of lower income respondents in the CogEcon sample,

these later two estimates of 0.49 and 0.41 are more relevant comparisons than 0.57.

Another way to compare the extent of measurement error across studies is in terms of the

reliability ratio, de�ned as the (estimated) variance of the latent true income divided by the va

riance of the noisy measure. The reliability measure is lower when there is a lot of noise. These two

estimates together imply that the reliability ratio of income is just under 0.7, because σ̂2
y?/
(
σ̂2
e+σ̂2

y?

)
=

0.69. In contrast, Duncan and Hill (1985) estimate a ratio of 0.76 when comparing reported earnings

from employees at a particular company with the company's payroll records. Bound and Krueger

(1991) �nd slightly higher reliability of CPS earnings, in the low 0.80 and 0.90 ranges for men and

women, respectively.

One di�erence between these estimates is that in my model it re�ects random survey noise in the

income variables and unobserved deductions. By assuming everyone within a given bracket of AGI

have the same deductions, equal to the empirical mean (using IRS data), variation in deductions

13I use the Newton-Raphson optimization rountine in Stata, which is technically a modi�ed and improved version.
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cannot be distinguished from survey noise in AGI. This suggests my methodology overestimates

income measurement error, which could explain why I �nd more noisy income variables.

4.3 Imputing individual-speci�c perceptions

I derive the conditional expected value of the subjective and true marginal tax rates conditional on

Γ̂i =
{

Ω̂, yi,mi,xi

}
, where Ω̂ contains parameter estimates

(
bm;σ2

u;µy? ;σ2
y? ;σ2

e

)
, reported income

yi, marginal tax rate mi, and observable characteristics xi. This corrects for random noise in the

survey income and MTR, and is based on the procedure Kimball et al. (2008) use to impute

risk rolerance. The econometrician knowing the distribution of tax rates and income across the

population, can use an individual's reported tax rate, income and other observable characteristics,

to predict a true tax rate and amount of misperception.

The conditional expectation of the true MTR is the weighted average across statutory tax rates

m̃?
i = E

(
m?
i | Γ̂i

)
=

7∑
j=1

[
ϕ̂ji · τj

]
(9)

where ϕ̂ji is the conditional probability that individual i has tax rate τj , given information Γ̂i, which

is the probability that true taxable income is within thresholds Ij and I
j
. The full derivations are

in Appendix D.

The conditional expectation of the subjective MTR, E
(
mS
i | Γ̂i

)
, is the expected value of

the subjective tax rate, mS
i = m?

i + bmx + ui, conditioning on the econometrician's information

set. Holding the true rate �xed, variation in subjective marginal tax rates is re�ected in system-

atic (observable) bias bmx and ui re�ects variation due to unobservables. The information from

survey measure mi determines whether subjective rate mS
i is observed or censored. When mS

i

is censored, E
(
mS
i | Γ̂i, mS

i ≤ 0
)

= m̃?
i + b̂m + E

(
ui | Γ̂i, mS

i ≤ 0
)
. For observations in which

mi > 0, Equation 6 says that mS
i = mi for strictly positive values of mi, which means I can write

E
(
mS
i | Γ̂i, mS

i > 0
)

= E
(
mi | Γ̂i, mS

i > 0
)

= mi. An individual's reported rate mi is an unbi-

ased measure of the underlying subjective rate, given individual i's information set. Intuitively, the

econometrician cannot do better than the individual at estimating the subjective rate, since it is
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inherently unobservable. Taken together, this gives me

E
(
mS
i | Γ̂i

)
=


m̃?
i + b̂m − σ̂u ·

∑7
j=1 ϕ̂

j
i ·

φ(Zij)
Φ(Zij) if mi = 0

mi if mi > 0

where Zij =
−(m?

i +bm)
σ̂u

for each tax rate τj . The two parts come from the fact that subjective rate

mS
i is observed or censored. The information from survey measure mi determines whether I need

to make a correction due to censoring.

Figure 9 shows the mean of four tax rate variables across values of adjusted gross income: (i.)

survey MTR, (ii.) computed MTR, (iii.) imputed subjective MTR and (iv.) imputed true MTR.

Correcting for measurement error in the survey and computed tax rates slightly changes the mean

tax rates. At lower income the subjective MTR is lower than the survey MTR, re�ecting the

censoring of marginal tax rates at zero.

4.4 Heterogeneity in MTR misperception

Perceptions of marginal tax rates (conditional on the true rates) reveal slight negative bias and

substantial variation which is robust to accounting for measurement error in income. Perhaps

more interesting are di�erences in tax rate perceptions across groups. In this section I relax the

assumption that the tax error is constant across individuals and explore how the error varies with

their observable characteristics.

4.4.1 Descriptive evidence using imputed values

There is substantial heterogeneity in the imputed rates from the baseline model. The di�erence

between imputed subjective and true rates provides an individual-speci�c measure of misperception,

E
(
mS
i −m?

i | Γ̂i
)
. The estimated parameters are from the baseline model without covariates. These

imputations account for measurement error in income and tax rates but does not control for other

covariates. One way to interpret these di�erences is as variation in the subjective rate holding the

true rate �xed. I use the imputed subjective minus true MTR to analyze heterogeneous perceptions.

The idea is to analyze heterogeneity that is orthogonal to the true rates.

I am primarily interested in how perceptions vary across cognitive ability and the use of pro-

fessional tax assistance. Figure 10 shows the distribution of MTR misperception for subgroups

along these two dimensions. The graphs are of the kernel density estimates the di�erence between
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imputed subjective and imputed true MTR. These come from the conditional expectation of this

di�erence, as described above.

Respondents in the bottom quarter of cognitive ability (number series score) display much

greater variation in their errors than do respondents in the top quarter. It appears that respondents

who used paid tax preparers have slightly more accurate perceptions of their marginal tax rates.

However, respondents who use tax preparers are less likely to answer the question about tax rates,

suggesting self-selection might make these numbers appear more accurate than one might expect

overall. This is left to future work.

These patterns are summarized in Table 6, which presents the mean di�erence between subjective

and true marginal tax rates for these and other subgroups. Each row presents results for a di�erent

subsample of respondents. For each subsample I display the mean and standard deviation of the

di�erence between imputed subjective and imputed true rates. The main takeaway is that the mean

di�erence does not change much across subgroups, although the standard deviation does. Row (0)

includes the entire sample, row (1) shows married versus single respondents, row (2) has under and

over sixty-�ve year-olds, row (3) is by education categories (college graduate; 16 or more years of

education, between 13-16 years of education, and 12 or fewer years of education). Row (4) compares

respondents in the top and bottom quarter of number series scores, row (5) does the same but for

verbal analogies score, and row (6) shows those who did and did not use paid tax preparers. Since

cognition is related to many aspects of economic and social status, it is not clear whether it has an

independent e�ect on tax rate perceptions or whether it is a proxy for other correlates of cognition,

such as age, education, or income. The multivariate approach to follow addresses this question.

4.4.2 Multivariate analysis

The descriptive patterns in the previous subsection are more clearly interpreted in a multivariate

regression framework. As described in 4.1.3, the conditional distribution of the MTR error is mS
i |

m?
i ,xi ∼ N

(
m?
i + bmx , σ

2
u

)
, where bmx = xi·β. Estimates of parameters in β tell me how the di�erence

between subjective and true MTR varies with observable characteristics, and looking at the predicted

errors across groups helps me interpret these marginal e�ects. For example, knowing that married

couples report higher marginal tax rates could mean they have more accurate perceptions (if single

respondents have a downward bias) or that they have an upward bias (if single respondents are on

average correct).

The estimated coe�cients from this speci�cation are presented in Table 7. Column (1) presents
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the estimated parameters when I allow the bias to have an income trend. In this case the mean bias

is the average of the �tted values b̂mx = 3.70−0.56·yi, which implies an average e�ect of −2.398. Both

the constant and coe�cient on income are imprecisely estimated. The coe�cient on reported income

is negative, which re�ects a positive association of income and the di�erence in subjective and true

marginal tax rates. This sign of the coe�cients is consistent with earlier descriptive evidence that

tax errors might vary across income. The estimated parameters for true income and income error

standard deviation are almost identical to what I presented in Table 5, but with slightly smaller

standard errors. Column (2) includes a full set of covariates: measures of cognitive ability, whether

the respondent uses paid tax preparers, and demographics such as marital status and age. Column

(3) is the same as (2) but including income, as well. Column (4) and (5) allow the tax error to be

a function of the two cognition variables. Overall the tax error standard deviation changes little

when including covariates; a substantial portion of the between-person variation in tax perceptions

is not related to the observables in the model.

In all speci�cations the coe�cient on reported income is negative, which re�ects a negative

relationship between income and the di�erence in subjective and true marginal tax rates. When

additional covariates are included, reported in columns (3) thru (5), the coe�cient is precisely

estimated and around −2. As reported income increases by one standard deviation, the di�erence

between subjective and true marginal tax rates decreases by two percentage points.

It is well-established that reported income exhibits mean-reverting measurement error, such

that people with low income overreport and those with higher income underreport.14 Hudomiet

(2013) �nds substantial mean reversion for the full sample, although it decreases when removing

respondents with particularly low income. By assuming a classical measurement error process for

income, I am in fact estimating less tax rate mean reversion than I would otherwise. For a respondent

who overreports MTR relative to their computed rate, if their true income were in fact lower than

what they reported, then their true MTR is also lower, and this means their error is larger. At

high income, if true income is higher than the mean-reverting report, then people underestimate by

more than the computed rate suggests.

People who use tax preparers reported higher marginal tax rates; however, recall that they

were more likely to skip the tax rate questions. Married respondents report higher tax rates, as

well. This is consistent with respondents answering the question as if they were single but being

14There is evidence in Hudomiet (2013), Kapteyan and Ypma (2007), Bollinger (1998) and Bound and Krueger
(1991). See Bound et al. (2001) for a good summary of the measurement error literature and additional details about
mean-reverting income measurement error.
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modeled as �ling jointly. Therefore, I cannot rule out the possibility that the di�erence is from some

misclassi�cation of �ling status. If I treat a married respondent as single then I underestimate their

�true� rate, and if I treat a single respondent as married I overestimate their �true rate.�

Columns (3) thru (5) convey a rich relationship between cognitive ability and heterogeneous

perceptions. Respondents with higher verbal IQ report higher MTRs, relative to their true MTR. In

contrast, numerical IQ operates through the precision of the survey rates, or the amount of variation

around true MTR. Number series score is negatively related to tax rate perceptions, relative to their

true MTR, whereas verbal reasoning is strongly positively related to tax rate perceptions. One

standard deviation increase in the standardized number series scalthough it explains only a small

fraction of the variation. The imputed true MTR m̃?
i (and computed MTR mC

i ) explain more of

the variation in savings than do the imputedore is associated with a little over one percent lower

tax rate di�erence. Accounting for the trend in income soaks up some of the correlation between

tax error and cognitive ability. The persistently strong e�ect of cognitive ability in the previous

cases was probably partly due to mean reversion in the tax rates and correlation of true income

(and hence true tax rate) and cognitive ability.

The two measures of cognitive ability, number series and verbal analogies, have the opposite

relationship with tax perceptions. I interpret this as re�ecting two di�erent types of errors. Re-

spondents with good verbal skills might better understand the concept of �marginal� tax rate and

answer accordingly. One possible reason for the number series pattern is that people who better with

numbers were more likely to calculate their average tax rate and then use the calculated number as

their MTR. Another explanation is that there is a missing variable correlated with number series

and negative related to tax error. The changing coe�cients suggests that the negative coe�cient on

number series partly re�ects the correlation of number series and income (the correlation is stronger

than for verbal analogies and income). When I allow the error to depend on number series it is clear

that people with higher number series have larger errors. One standard deviation larger number

series score is associated with a 24 percent lower standard deviation of the tax error.

Perhaps more interesting is the relationship between perceptions of marginal tax rates and be-

havior. I use coe�cients from Column (5) in Table 7 to impute true MTR using both survey

MTR and income. Table 8 presents descriptive statistics for various groups of respondents, with

groups de�ned in terms of behaviors that might be in�uenced by taxes. Respondents in the top

quarter of household wealth (compared to the bottom quarter) and those with more than $5,000

in stocks, have slightly larger errors but a more drastic two point di�erence in the standard de-
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viations. Respondents with tax-advantaged retirement accounts (de�ned contribution plans) have

more accurate marginal tax rate perceptions, as re�ected in both the mean error and disagreement.

These patterns are in Table 8 and are displayed graphically in Figure 11. This is the case for people

with any de�ned contribution plan (-1.73%, with SD= 8.10, versus -4.69% and SD=9.64); and it

is even more pronounced for respondents with at least some assets in Roth designated accounts

(-0.76% and SD=7.94). This is even more pronounced among the subset who contributed to such

accounts in 2010. Respondents who contributed to employer-sponsored de�ned contribution 401k

plans underestimated their MTR approximately the same as respondents who did not contribute

(-1.70% versus -1.79%), while those with Roth designated accounts report higher tax rates. People

who did not contribute had much larger variation in the tax errors (SD=7.02 versus SD=10.99 for

those who contributed and did not contribute, respectively). The same holds among those who con-

tributed to individual retirement accounts (IRAs) in 2010, and who have any de�ned contribution

retirement accounts: taking advantage of tax-preferred savings vehicles is correlated with having

higher perceived bene�ts of doing so (i.e., marginal tax rate). Overall, respondents who actively

engage with the tax system have less noisy perceptions about marginal tax rates.

5 Application: Marginal tax rates and retirement savings

In this section I analyze the relationship between subjective and true marginal tax rates and retire-

ment savings behavior. In particular, I focus on participation in and contributions to tax-advantaged

retirement accounts, including employer-provided de�ned contribution plans (e.g., 401ks) and in-

dividual retirement accounts (IRAs). This exercise illustrates the usefulness of survey measures of

tax rates. I show that survey measures help reduce random noise in the true tax rate measures and

can be used to study the incentive e�ects of tax rates on behavior.

There are two main economic incentives for having tax-advantaged rather than taxable accounts.

First, contributions to traditional (tax-deferred) accounts are excluded from taxable income. Second,

contributions (to both traditional and Roth-designated accounts) grow tax-free. Higher marginal

tax rates means larger tax savings from deducting contributions and more savings from tax-free

accrual. Whether it is better to use tax-deferred (traditional) or Roth-designated accounts depends

on expectations about current versus future marginal tax rates, but both are better than saving in

taxable accounts.

I focus on three (binary) variables, whether the respondent's household has any such accounts,
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whether they have Roth accounts and whether they contributed to any accounts during 2010. I

use a linear probability model in order to illustrate the usefulness of the survey measures of tax

rates without introducing new complications from using imputed values in a nonlinear model. The

sample is restricted to respondents younger than 80 years old because of the age restrictions on

contributions to and distributions from tax-advantaged retirement accounts.

5.1 Assessing the four measures of marginal tax rates

Table 9 presents estimated coe�cients from OLS regressions of the retirement savings variables on

measures of marginal tax rates. The dependent variable is listed at the top of each column. The

top panel presents estimates for the survey and computed rates while the bottom panel uses the

imputed true and subjective rates.

The estimated coe�cient on the imputed true rate m̃?
i is always larger than the coe�cient on the

computedmC
i , surveymi, and imputed subjective rate m̃S

i , validating my approach to correcting for

measurement error and reducing the attenuation bias. The objective rates (computed and imputed

true) explain more of the variation in savings behavior, as re�ected by the R2 values, than do the

subjective rates (survey and imputed subjective), although it explains only a small fraction of it.

These two patterns suggest that the imputed true rate appears to be a better measure of the true

marginal tax rate than the other three measures.

Table 9 also presents coe�cients from a �horse race� of the two measures. Both computed and

survey tax rates help predict take-up of tax-advantaged accounts, providing evidence that the survey

measures do, in fact, convey meaningful information. Imputed true rate is more highly correlated

with take-up than the imputed subjective rate. This suggests that an important role of the survey

measure in this context is in reducing measurement error in the true marginal rate variable.

The fourth speci�cation includes the true (or computed) rate and the absolute value of the

subjective minus true (or, survey minus computed) rates. The coe�cient on the absolute di�erence

captures the e�ect of having less precise perceptions after conditioning on the level of the true

MTR. There is a statistically signi�cant inverse relationship between the precision of MTR and

participating in and contributing to tax-advantaged retirement accounts. For example, someone

with the mean error of -2.5 percentage points is over 6 percent less likely to have contributed to

an account than someone who answered correctly (-0.011 times the absolute di�erence between 0

and the mean error of -2.5, scaled by fraction who contributed, 0.435). People with more precise

perceptions are more likely to have tax-advantaged accounts and understanding the mechanisms
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underlying this relationship is an important topic for future research.

5.2 Identifying tax e�ects using variation in perceptions

Previous studies �nd mixed, inconclusive evidence of how tax rates a�ect asset allocation across

taxable and tax-exempt accounts (e.g., Feldstein, 1976; Scholz, 1994; Engen et. al, 1996; Poterba

and Samwick, 2002; Alan et al., 2010). The progressivity of marginal tax rates creates clear theoret-

ical predictions yet makes it di�cult to separate tax rate e�ects from income and wealth e�ects.15

These studies address the identi�cation problem in various ways, yet always ignore measurement

error in tax rates.

Perceptions of tax rates provides a way to overcome the endogeneity of income and marginal

tax rates. The intuition is that I use variation in perceptions as the source of variation in marginal

tax rates. This approach is only feasible because subjective rates do not equal true rates, as it

is variation in perceptions within the true tax rate bracket that identi�es the e�ect of tax rates

on savings behavior. If subjective MTR predicts behavior then I have evidence that tax rates are

related to tax savings. This provides a weak test of how tax incentives a�ect behavior, since a null

result does not necessarily mean tax rates do not a�ect behavior.

My main estimating equation is

ri = α1m
?
i + α2

(
mS
i −m?

i

)
+ zi · δz + εi (10)

where ri is one of the three dependent variables and zi is a vector of covariates. The coe�cient of

interest is α2, which is the e�ect of a one percentage point increase in the subjective tax rate on the

probability of having ri = 1. This is the e�ect of thinking the marginal tax rate is one percentage

point higher conditioning on the true rate. The covariates include number series score, an indicator

for using a paid tax preparer and an indicator for knowing the tax treatment of traditional and

Roth retirement accounts. I also include demographic variables for age, marital status, employment

status (working or not), and whether the respondent has a de�ned bene�t pension.

I correct for measurement error in tax rates using the �regression calibration� method, which

replaces unobserved true valuem?
i and subjective valuem

S
i with �tted values that account for corre-

lation of imputation error and the other explanatory variables of interest. I estimate the parameters

of the measurement model developed in Section 5, Ω =
(
bmx ;σ2

u;µy? ;σ2
y? ;σ2

e

)
, . The econometri-

15As Bernheim (2002) states, �The central methodological problem in this literature is to identify an appropriate
source of variation in marginal tax rates from which one can reliably infer tax e�ects (1233).�
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cian's information set about individual i, Γ̂i =
{

Ω̂, yi,mi, zi

}
, includes observed marginal tax rate

mi, log income yi and a vector of other covariates zi. Table 10 presents the maximum likelihood

estimates of the measurement model parameters, which I use to compute m̃?
i = E

(
m?
i | Γ̂i

)
and

m̃S
i = E

(
mS
i | Γ̂i

)
. These tax rates are plugged into the linear estimating equation. It is important

to note that the coe�cients are consistently estimated but the analytical standard errors may be

inconsistent. The regression calibration approximation generally works well, but in highly nonlinear

models the regression calibration approximation can be poor (Carroll et al., 2006).

Table 11 presents the estimated coe�cients for the linear probability model described above.

In speci�cations (1), (3) and (5), the coe�cient α2 is indistinguishable from zero, so there is no

evidence that systematic variation in perceptions (m̃S
i −m̃?

i ) predicts participation or contributions.

This null e�ect does not necessarily mean tax rates do not matter, but that variation in tax rates

which is independent of the true rates does not explain savings behavior. The coe�cient α2 on

the di�erence between the rates could be speci�ed as the coe�cient on the imputed subjective

rate, so this null result is consistent with the �horse race� results in Table 9 (which did not include

covariates).

Perceptions of tax rates might only a�ect savings when people know that about the tax-treatment

of these accounts. My hypothesis is that subjective marginal tax rates are more strongly correlated

with tax-advantaged retirement savings for respondents who know the tax treatment of the accounts.

To test this hypothesis, I use the estimating equation

ri = α1m̃?
i + α2

(
m̃S
i − m̃?

i

)
+ α3m̃?

i knowtaxi + α4

(
m̃S
i − m̃?

i

)
knowtaxi + zi · δz + εi (11)

in which I interact the tax rate variables m̃?
i and

(
m̃S
i − m̃?

i

)
with knowledge of the tax treatment

knowtaxi. The null hypothesis is that α4 = 0, which means taxpayers who know the tax treatment

of these assets are not more sensitive to tax rates than people who do not know the tax treatment.

By interacting both the true tax rate and variation in perceptions I am accounting for the possibility

that knowledge varies across income (and hence across the true MTR).

Speci�cations (2), (4) and (6) in Table 11 present the estimates using this model. I focus on

speci�cation (6), which is for making contributions (rather than only having accounts). The estimate

of 0.017 (p-value=0.001) for the coe�cient α4 means that taxpayers who are knowledgeable about

the tax treatment of these accounts exhibit behavior that appears more sensitive to tax incentives.

Among those who know the tax treatment, the marginal e�ect on the di�erence m̃S
i − m̃?

i is 0.013
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(p-value=0.006), whereas it is −0.004 (p-value=0.092) among those who do not know the tax

treatment. Among people who understand the tax treatment of such accounts, those who think

their own rate is higher are more likely to contribute to such accounts.

It is perhaps interesting that using a paid tax preparer and knowing the tax treatment of accounts

are both statistically signi�cant predictors of having tax-advantaged accounts and having Roth

accounts (conditional on having any), but not for contributions. There is no evidence supporting

the idea that pro viding information would lead people to save more. Rather, it seems that people

who save also seek out knowledge and assistance. At the same time, people with paid tax preparers

are more likely to have Roth accounts, suggesting that paid preparers might in�uence taxpayer

decisions along other dimensions.

6 Discussion and conclusion

I �nd compelling evidence of systematic errors in perceived tax rates that cannot be explained by

measurement error in income. Respondents overestimate average tax rates, underestimate marginal

tax rates and underestimate the progressivity of the income tax structure. The di�erence between

subjective and true MTR varies across income and is correlated with cognitive ability and use of

tax preparers. Respondents who have tax-advantaged retirement accounts have more precise and

accurate perceptions, on average.

Survey measures of tax rates, however imperfect, shed light on heterogeneous perceptions and

can be combined with the typical approach of using income to impute better measures of true

MTR. Using these improved measures, I �nd suggestive evidence that at least some taxpayers'

savings decisions are sensitive to their perception of marginal tax rates. The analysis of retirement

savings behavior con�rms the usefulness of the new survey measures.

There are imporant implications for both research and policy. First, substantial variation in

perceptions suggests that most empirical research about taxes does not observe the correct �treat-

ment� people respond to. Without measuring perceptions we cannot readily distinguish between

heterogeneous preferences and heterogeneous perceptions. This problem is exascerbated when iden-

ti�cation comes from variation across income brackets, as perceptions are �atter than the statutory

tax schedule and we do not know how perceptions change across income. If behavioral responses

are driven by perceptions, then analyzing the e�ect of policy changes requires data on how percep-

tions change. I cannot do this with my cross-section of data, and therefore remain silent about the
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anticipated e�ects of tax changes.

In the standard optimal tax model, imperfect knowledge of tax rates could increase social welfare

by dampening e�ciency costs due to self-selection constraints.16 Nevertheless, systematic biases

and uncertainty reduce individual welfare relative to having perfect knowledge of all the rules,

and heterogeneous bias or uncertainty introduces heterogeneous utility costs. More knowledgeable

taxpayers can better respond to tax incentives, improving their utility relative to less knowledgeable

taxpayers. This can either reinforce or unravel policy objectives depending on who understands and

who does not.

There are important directions for future research. It is important to further characterize the

nature of tax rate perceptions. The survey measures asked for a single number, but it is possible

that people maintain a subjective distribution in their mind rather than a single tax rate. Are the

survey measures of tax rates are precise yet potentially biased measures of subjective rates or point

predictions from an underlying subjective distribution? The mean-reversion and the substantial

unexplained variation in subjective MTR could both be explained by survey responses that are

individuals' point forecasts of their marginal tax rates. Variation (around the true rate) could be

interpreted as a measure of tax rate disagreement. The standard deviation can be interpreted as

the dispersion of, or disagreement between, the individual errors. This disagreement in tax rates

could re�ect uncertainty, just as disagreement in point forecasts of in�ation is sometimes used as a

proxy for uncertainty (Bomberger, 1996; Armantier et al., 2013). If this were the case, uncertainty

would likely show up as mean-reverting reported rates, which is what I �nd.

As we further characterize perceptions it is important to analyze how they a�ect behaviors

besides retirement savings. For example, the existence of uncertainty about rates provides an

alternative explanation for some puzzles in the the existing literature. Agents who are uncertain

about marginal tax rates will respond sluggishly to changes in income, waiting for taxes in order

to determine the change in disposable income. Known changes to pre-tax income have unknown

tax consequences, and consumption might respond more slowly because of this. For example, there

is evidence of excess-sensitivity of consumption to anticipated changes in income (Jappelli and

Pistaferri, 2010). Since income taxes are often withheld at the source, it is upon receipt of income

that they resolve tax uncertainty.

16Weiss (1976) discusses random taxation using the example of random enforcement of taxes. This creates risk
but reduces average tax rates, and the net e�ect depends on their relative importance. Stiglitz (1982) shows that
randomization is desirable when the price elasticity of consumption is inelastic and the required revenue is su�ciently
large.
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Finally, while my results provide evidence of substantial heterogeneity in perceptions, an im-

portant question is how people learn about taxes and the extent to which perceptions evolve in

response to policy changes. Hoopes, Reck and Slemrod (2013) are pursuing a fruitful line of work

analyzing information acquisition. Understanding how and when people learn about taxes could

shed light on the substantial heterogeneity that I �nd in this paper. A second important direction

is trying to understand how policy design a�ects perceptions and whether perceptions are more or

less maleable. Abeler and Jager (2013) provide convincing experimental evidence that complexity

of tax rules a�ects responsiveness to policy changes, but cannot determine the mechanism driving

this result. Examining how complexity a�ects perceptions, and identifying potential heterogeneity

in how people respond to complexity, is an important direction for future research.
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Table 1: Sample summary statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Income 80,413$  90,428$   83,500$  95,118$  82,675$  93,381$  
Married 68.7% 46.4% 68.9% 46.3% 68.8% 46.4%
Male 43.3% 49.6% 45.8% 49.9% 47.3% 50.0%
Age 67.9 9.8 67.1 9.5 66.8 9.4
Education (years) 14.5 2.2 14.6 2.2 14.6 2.2
Number Series score 0.017 0.975 0.110 0.939 0.130 0.963
Paid tax preparer 56.6% 49.6% 53.7% 49.9% 52.1% 50.0%
Average tax rate ** ** 15.1 11.2 ** **
Marginal tax rate ** ** ** ** 15.7 10.8
Observations

All

726

ATR sample MTR sample

541614

Notes: This table shows summary statistics for the entire sample, for respondents who answered the

question about their average tax rate, and for respondents who answered the question about their marginal

tax rate. Number series score is standardized around mean 0. The demographics are similar, although,

respondents who answered the tax questions had slightly higher number series scores, were more likely to

be male, and less likely to use paid tax preparers.
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Table 2: Summary of responses to questions eliciting ATR and MTR

Skipped 
MTR 
and 

ATR

Skipped 
MTR 
only

MTR 
and 

ATR    
= zero

MTR 
smaller 

than 
ATR

MTR 
equal 

to 
ATR

MTR 
greater 

than 
ATR

# of 
obs.

(0) Entire sample 16.5 10.2 8.0 21.8 44.4 33.8 738
Married 16.1 10.2 6.5 21.4 43.4 35.2 508
Single 17.4 10.0 11.3 22.7 46.8 30.5 230
Under 65 years old 11.1 9.0 2.3 22.2 46.2 31.6 343
Over 65 years old 21.3 11.1 12.9 21.3 42.1 36.6 395
Education >16 years 10.3 12.5 2.7 23.4 43.1 33.6 184
Education 13-16 years 13.1 9.1 9.3 19.8 45.1 35.0 375
Education <=12 years 30.2 10.1 10.6 25.0 44.3 30.7 179
Top 25% of Number Series scores 8.2 7.3 4.6 20.5 39.8 39.8 220
Bottom 25% of Number Series scores 36.6 9.9 11.3 21.7 40.0 38.3 142
Top 25% of Verbal Analogies scores 11.8 8.2 4.1 18.0 40.1 41.9 220
Bottom 25% of Verbal Analogies scores 27.1 9.4 11.5 26.0 46.0 28.0 96
Used paid tax preparer 19.8 12.1 5.6 25.1 45.6 29.3 414
Did not use paid tax preparer 11.4 7.9 11.1 17.4 43.4 39.3 315
Working in 2010 10.7 11.0 2.1 21.8 50.4 27.8 373
Not working in 2010 21.9 9.5 13.7 21.4 36.2 42.4 357
Has defined contribution account 11.3 10.0 4.9 21.7 44.5 33.8 530
Has Roth-designated account 4.2 8.4 1.8 22.5 40.1 37.3 166
Doesn't have defined contribution account 26.2 9.4 16.8 22.0 44.0 34.1 191
Top 25% of  wealth distribution 9.2 9.2 3.3 20.8 31.3 47.9 184
Bottom 25% of wealth distribution 28.6 8.2 12.1 24.7 46.2 29.0 182
Has >5,000 in stocks 10.0 10.3 4.6 21.9 40.8 37.3 389
Doesn't have >5,000 in stocks 19.5 8.6 12.9 21.8 49.2 29.1 303

(5)

(9)

(10)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Subgroups in the sample

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Notes: This table summarizes the responses to the ATR and MTR survey questions. The rows distinguish

between various subgroups of the sample. The �rst three columns are the percent of respondents (of the

subsample) who skipped both questions, the percent who only skipped the MTR question but answered the

ATR question, and the percent who answered zero for both. The next three columns show the percent of

respondents with survey MTR larger than, smaller than, and equal to ATR, conditional on answering both

with at least one non-zero numbers. Only a third of responses are consistent with the marginal rate always

being larger than the average rate.
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Table 3: Summary statistics for survey and computed MTR and ATR

Mean 25th %-tile 50th %-tile 75th %-tile Std. Dev. Obs.

Survey MTR 15.8 9.0 15.0 25.0 11.1 549
Computed MTR 17.2 15.0 15.0 25.0 8.0 549
[Survey MTR] - [Computed MTR] -1.4 -10.0 0.0 5.0 10.2 549

Survey ATR 15.2 7.0 15.0 23.0 11.5 622
Computed ATR 8.9 5.2 9.1 12.6 5.2 622
[Survey ATR] - [Computed ATR] 6.3 -0.6 4.9 11.4 10.3 622

Notes: This table presents descriptive statistics for the survey tax rates, com-
puted tax rates, and the di�erence between the rates. The sample in-
cludes all respondents with strictly positive adjusted gross income (AGI).

Table 4: Whether MTR is a statutory MTR rate, by ATR & MTR category

Response category yes no zero Obs

ATR > MTR 42.1 41.1 16.8 107
ATR = MTR 49.8 50.2 0.0 219
ATR < MTR 66.9 33.1 0.0 166
ATR=MTR=0 0.0 0.0 100.0 62

Total 47.8 37.7 14.4 554

Notes: This table shows the fraction of respondents who reported a statu-
tory MTR, broken down into categories based on responses to ATR and MTR.
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Table 5: ML estimates from MTR model

Estimate SE

Mean of MTR error (bm) -2.429 0.510

Standard Deviation of MTR error (σu) 9.960 0.886

Mean of true log income (µy?) 10.943 0.044

Standard Deviation of true log income (σy?) 0.727 0.089

Standard Deviation of income error (σe) 0.524 0.104

Observations 549

Log likelihood -8594.0

Notes: This table shows parameter estimates from maximum likelihood estimation of the marginal
tax rate (MTR) structural measurement model. MTR error is (unobserved) subjective MTR minus
(unobserved) true MTR. Robust standard errors are clustered at the household level (445 clusters).

Table 6: Estimated mean of the structural MTR error in various subpopulations

Mean Std. Dev. Obs
(0) Entire sample -2.45 8.58 549

Married -1.62 8.45 378
Single -4.28 8.61 171
Under 65 years old -1.15 8.84 278
Over 65 years old -3.77 8.10 271
Education >16 years -2.42 7.77 142
Education 13-16 years -2.46 8.49 297
Education <=12 years -2.43 9.81 110
Top 25% of Number Series scores -2.37 7.15 159
Bottom 25% of Number Series scores -1.77 10.50 118
Top 25% of Verbal Analogies scores -1.46 7.51 176
Bottom 25% of Verbal Analogies scores -1.65 11.08 65
Used paid tax preparer -1.90 8.64 285
Did not use paid tax preparer -3.23 8.07 259

(4)

(5)

(6)

Subgroups in the sample

(1)

(2)

(3)

Notes: This table shows the mean and standard deviation of the individual-speci�c measure of

misperception, E
(
mS
i −m?

i | Γ̂i
)
, for subgroups in the sample. This is the imputed subjective

minus the true rates. Parameter estimates used to impute these rates are from the baseline model
without covariates.
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Marginal tax rate difference 

Reported log income -0.50 -2.08 -1.69 -1.68
(0.61) (0.67) (0.70) (0.71)

Used paid tax preparer 1.87 2.51 2.65 2.67
(1.00) (0.99) (0.96) (0.96)

Number Series score -1.70 -1.24 -0.93 -0.95
(0.62) (0.62) (0.71) (0.71)

Verbal Analogies score 1.39 1.67 1.79 1.82
(0.70) (0.63) (0.62) (0.61)

Married 3.02 4.02 3.19 3.15
(1.16) (1.21) (1.26) (1.27)

Age/10 -0.01 -0.50 -0.42 -0.42
(0.94) (0.90) (0.88) (0.88)

Over age 65 -3.19 -3.05 -2.65 -2.65
(1.80) (1.71) (1.65) (1.64)

Constant -2.40 -3.73 -1.46 -1.85 -1.83
(0.52) (5.82) (5.63) (5.44) (5.44)

Standard deviation
Number Series score -0.24 -0.23

(0.09) (0.09)
Verbal Analogies score -0.01

(0.08)
Constant 9.93 9.20 9.06 8.72 8.70

(0.85) (1.35) (0.90) (0.89) (0.91)
Log Adjusted Gross Income

Mean 10.94 10.94 10.94 10.94 10.94
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Standard deviation 0.73 0.70 0.73 0.68 0.68
(0.08) (0.17) (0.10) (0.11) (0.11)

Error standard deviation 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.59 0.60
(0.10) (0.20) (0.11) (0.11) (0.11)

Number of individuals 549 534 534 534 534
Log-likelihood -8593.5 -8337.6 -8330.4 -8321.6 -8321.6

Parameter

Mean

Notes:  Robust standard errors are clustered at the household level and reported in parentheses.  Estimated 
coefficients in bold are statistically significant at the 5% level.  Number Series score and Verbal Analogies 
score are standardized measures of cognitive ability.  Reported log income is also standardized.  Married, 
used paid tax preparer, and over age 65 are dummy variables.                             

𝜇𝑦 

𝜎𝑢 

𝜎𝑦 

𝜎𝑒 

(𝑚𝑆 −𝑚∗) 
𝑏𝑚 

Table 7: Relevant heterogeneity in reported marginal tax rates



Table 8: Estimated mean of the structural MTR error conditioning on observed behaviors

Mean Std. Dev. Obs
Working in 2010 -2.17 6.91 291
Not working in 2010 -2.72 9.01 241
Have DC retirement account -1.64 7.05 406
Have Roth designated account -0.70 7.29 142
Do not have DC retirement account -4.79 9.92 127
Contribute to 401k -1.49 6.09 175
Did not contribute to 401k -2.10 10.25 83
Contribute to IRA -1.07 6.42 67
Did not contribute to IRA -2.64 8.02 461
Roth roll-over since 2009 -1.91 6.07 22
No Roth roll-over since 2009 -2.46 8.03 510
Top 25% of  wealth distribution -1.99 6.47 135
Bottom 25% of wealth distribution -3.28 9.81 135
Have >5,000 in stocks -1.79 6.87 303
Do not have >5,000 in stocks -3.28 9.26 218

(3)

(4)

(5)

(1)

(6)

(7)

(2)

Subgroups in the sample

Notes: This table shows the mean and standard deviation of the individual-speci�c measure of

misperception, E
(
mS
i −m?

i | Γ̂i
)
. This is the imputed subjective minus the true rates. The

subgroups are determined by behaviors and outcomes. These imputations use estimated
parameters in column (5) of Table 7.
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Table 9: Regressions of Retirement Account Participation on Marginal Tax Rate Measures

A. Have tax-advantaged account(s)? B. Have Roth account(s)? C. Contribute to account(s) in 2010?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (9) (10) (11) (12) (17) (18) (19) (20)

Computed (mC
i ) 0.013*** 0.009*** 0.013*** 0.004 0.001 0.004 0.020*** 0.018*** 0.021***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Survey (mi) 0.008*** 0.005** 0.005** 0.005* 0.010*** 0.004*

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.002)∣∣mi −mC
i

∣∣ -0.005* 0.001 -0.008***
(0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

R2 0.060 0.049 0.075 0.068 0.005 0.015 0.015 0.005 0.104 0.051 0.112 0.118

(5) (6) (7) (8) (13) (14) (15) (16) (21) (22) (23) (24)

Imputed true (m̃?
i ) 0.016*** 0.013*** 0.014*** 0.008** 0.002 0.008** 0.024*** 0.025*** 0.022***

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

Imputed subjective (m̃S
i ) 0.008*** 0.002 0.006*** 0.005 0.010*** -0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)∣∣∣m̃S
i − m̃?

i

∣∣∣ -0.008*** -0.002 -0.011***

(0.003) (0.004) (0.003)

R2 0.087 0.059 0.089 0.100 0.013 0.018 0.019 0.013 0.130 0.062 0.131 0.146

Notes: Each speci�cation reports coe�cients from an OLS regression with robust standard errors clustered at the household level reported in
parentheses. The estimated intercepts are not reported. The top row of panels uses the raw marginal tax rate variables while the bottom row
of panels uses the imputed variables that correct for measurement error. There are three dependent variables, which are (0,1), for having any
tax-advantaged accounts(speci�cations (1)-(8)), having Roth accounts conditional on having any accounts (speci�cations (9)-(16)), and for con-
tributing to any accounts in 2010 (speci�cations (17)-(24)). The means are 0.797, 0.373 and 0.435, respectively. Respondents over 80 years old
are dropped from the sample. There are 484 observations in columns A and C, and 386 in B. *** indicates statistical signi�cance at the 1%
level, ** at 5%, and * at 10%.
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Table 10: Maximum Likelihood Estimates for Regression Calibration

Marginal tax rate difference 

Know tax treatment 2.554
(1.091)

Number Series (standardized) -1.069
(0.596)

Used paid tax preparer 1.595
(1.085)

Married 2.793
(1.233)

Working -1.505
(1.214)

No DB pension 1.371
(1.102)

Age < 60 3.543
(1.466)

60 < Age < 65 3.709
(1.595)

70 < Age < 75 -1.888
(1.975)

75 < Age < 80 -0.114
(1.960)

Constant -6.795
(1.689)

Standard deviation 9.47
(0.99)

Log Adjusted Gross Income
Mean 11.02

(0.05)
Standard deviation 0.73

(0.11)
Error standard deviation 0.49

(0.14)
Number of individuals 478
Log-likelihood -7511.2

Parameter

Notes:  Robust standard errors are clustered at the household 
level and reported in parentheses.  Covariates include NS 
score  as a measure of cognitive ability-- the standardized 
number series score.  I exclude the category for  ages 65-70 
years, and over 80 are dropped.   Male, married, working, no 
defined benefit pension are dummy variables.   Estimated 
coefficients of the marginal effects on the mean bias in bold 
are statistically significant at the 5% level.

Mean

𝜇𝑦 

𝜎𝑢 

𝜎𝑦 

𝜎𝑒 

𝑚𝑆 −𝑚∗ 
𝑏𝑚 
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Table 11: Using variation in perceptions to test for tax rate e�ects on retirement savings

A. Have
tax-advantaged
account(s)?

B. Have Roth
account(s)?

C. Contribute to
account(s) in

2010?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

True (m̃?
i ) 0.009*** 0.011*** 0.005 0.008* 0.013*** 0.012***

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003)

Subjective (m̃S
i ) - True (m̃

?
i ) 0.002 0.002 0.005 0.004 -0.002 -0.004*

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003)
Know tax treatment (knowtaxi) 0.154*** 0.374*** 0.095 0.359* 0.031 0.011

(0.031) (0.116) (0.058) (0.188) (0.044) (0.103)

knowtaxi * m̃?
i -0.012** -0.013 0.002

(0.005) (0.009) (0.005)

knowtaxi * (m̃S
i - m̃?

i ) -0.002 0.011 0.017***
(0.005) (0.008) (0.005)

Number Series (standardized) 0.063*** 0.059*** 0.033 0.030 0.040* 0.043*
(0.022) (0.022) (0.032) (0.032) (0.024) (0.024)

Used paid tax preparer 0.092** 0.092** 0.115** 0.116** 0.002 0.002
(0.037) (0.037) (0.055) (0.055) (0.044) (0.043)

Mean of dependent variable 0.797 0.797 0.373 0.373 0.435 0.435
Observations 478 478 381 381 478 478
R2 0.184 0.192 0.085 0.093 0.323 0.336

Notes: Speci�cations (1), (3) and (5) are of the form

ri = α1m̃?
i + α2

(
m̃S
i − m̃?

i

)
+ α3knowtaxi + zi · δz + εi

where ri is one of the three dependent variables, zi is a vector of covariates including number se-
ries score (standardized), a dummy for using a paid tax preparer and for knowing the tax treatment
of both traditional and Roth-designated retirement accounts (knowtaxi). The estimated regressions
also include the following covariates whose estimated coe�cients are not reported: constant, age(less
than 60, 60-65, 65-70, 70-75, 75-80), married, working, no DB pension. Speci�cations (2), (4) and (6)

include terms interacting knowtaxi with the imputed true MTR m̃?
i and imputed di�erence between

subjective and true MTR, m̃S
i - m̃?

i . The sample is restricted to respondents 80 and under. Robust
standard errors are clustered at the household level and are in parentheses. *** indicates statistical
signi�cance at the 1% level, ** at 5%, and * at 10%.
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Figure 1: Statutory U.S. federal income tax schedule (2010)
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Notes: The top �gure shows MTRs (red solid line) and ATRs (blue dashed line) for single income tax �lers

in 2010, across AGI (assuming everyone takes the standard deduction). The bottom �gure does the same

for married �ling status.
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Figure 2: Histograms of tax rate responses with labeled mass points and statutory rates

(a) Histogram of survey average tax rates

(b) Histogram of survey marginal tax rates

Notes: These �gures show the histogram of survey ATR and MTR on the top and bottom, respectively. The

numbers that are labeled are the values for the statutory MTR and multiples of ten.
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of survey ATR and MTR measures (weighted)
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Notes: The �gure on the left shows a scatterplot of MTR and ATR survey responses. The scatterplot of tax rate

responses shows variation in the empirical distribution of MTR and ATR. Because some respondents reported the

same pair of tax rates, and the size of the circle re�ects the frequency of that pair. While a lot of respondents

reported 10, 15, 20 and 25 for both MTR and ATR, there is substantial dispersion among those who did not give

the same number for both. The table on the right provides summary statistics of the two measures.
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Figure 4: Nonparametric local linear regressions of tax rates on adjusted gross income (AGI)

(a) Survey vs. computed average tax rates

(b) Survey vs. computed marginal tax rates

Notes: These �gures present estimates from nonparametric regressions of the tax rates on adjusted gross
income (from the survey measures of income). The thin dashed blue lines are 95 percent con�dence intervals
around the survey measures. I use a local linear regression with an Epanechnikov kernel and the plugin
estimator of the asymptotically optimal constant bandwidth (Fan and Gijbels (1996)). The bandwidth is
allowed to vary across the estimates for the survey and computed rates.
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Figure 5: Binned means of survey and computed measures of marginal and average tax rates, across
adjusted gross income (AGI)

(a) Survey vs. computed average tax rates
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(b) Survey vs. computed marginal tax rates
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Notes: Observations were grouped into eight equally sized bins of income. The mean tax rate is
graphed at the mean income within the bin. The sample used for these �gures was restricted to
people who provided both ATR and MTR, such that the same simple is in both �gures
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Figure 6: Nonparametric local linear regressions of survey minus computed tax rates on adjusted
gross income (AGI)

(a) Survey minus computed ATR

(b) Survey minus computed MTR

Notes: These �gures present estimates from nonparametric regressions of the di�erence between survey and
computed rates on adjusted gross income (from the survey measures of income). The thin dashed blue lines
are 95 percent con�dence intervals. I use a local linear regression with an Epanechnikov kernel and the
plugin estimator of the asymptotically optimal constant bandwidth (Fan and Gijbels (1996)).
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Figure 7: Progressivity implied by cross-sectional responses

(a) Using survey tax liability
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(b) Using computed tax liability
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Notes: Computed rates are constructed using reported income, average deductions for taxpayers in
the same AGI category and �ling status. The �tted lines only use observations with strictly positive
tax liability and observations with log income greater than 8.
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Figure 8: Distribution of tax rate errors, reported minus the rate implied by income

(a) Marginal tax rate errors
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(b) Average tax rate errors
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Notes: This displays a histogram of survey minus computed rates. For marginal tax rates the errors are roughly

symmetric and normally distributed around zero, whereas the average tax rate errors exhibit positive error and

noticeable skew. Despite the large mass point at zero, the vast majority of respondents do not have rates consistent

with reported income. Values above 25 are counted as 25, while values below -25 are counted as -25.
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Figure 9: Binned means of four MTR measures, across reported adjusted gross income (AGI)
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Notes: Observations were grouped into eight equally sized bins of income. The mean tax rate is
graphed at the mean income within the bin. The sample used for these �gures was restricted to

people who provided both ATR and MTR, such that the same simple is in both �gures.
Computed MTR is the statutory rate associated with taxable income computed using survey
measures of income: mC

i = M (Y ). Survey MTR is the observed response to the survey question.

Imputed true MTR is the expected value of the true statutory rate given observed income and MTR, and

parameter estimates from the structural model. Imputed subjective MTR is the expected value of the

subjective rate given observed income and MTR, and parameter estimates from the structural model.
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Figure 10: Imputed subjective MTR minus imputed true MTR: across subgroups

(a) High vs. low number series score
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(b) Used paid tax preparer
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Notes: These �gures show the distribution of the di�erence between imputed subjective MTR minus imputed
true MTR. I use the Epanechnikov kernel and the plugin estimator of the asymptotically optimal constant
bandwidth (Fan and Gijbels (1996)).
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Figure 11: Imputed subjective MTR minus imputed true MTR: across retirement account ownership
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Notes: These �gures show the distribution of the di�erence between imputed subjective MTR minus imputed
true MTR. I use the Epanechnikov kernel and the plugin estimator of the asymptotically optimal constant
bandwidth (Fan and Gijbels (1996)).
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